ONESOURCE Business Process Management

Business processes can not only make or break your business — but they are your business. They can differentiate you from the competition. ONESOURCE™ Business Process Management is a suite of tools that adapts with your business environment and is customized to your unique supply chain.

The Challenge

Not all processes are created equal. Your challenges and strategies are unique to your supply chain and history of business decisions. That’s why companies need a tailored solution to monitor and control their business processes while integrating with their existing technologies. Otherwise, they risk falling behind competitors with more operational efficiency. It is also likely that your competitors are investing in automation and/or improving their business processes to give themselves an edge.

The Solution

ONESOURCE Business Process Management (BPM) is a full suite of tools configured to your system’s unique business processes. Now you can adapt your software as your business needs change.

What does that mean for you? Adding these software controls, automation, and visibility to your existing processes will help you reduce risk and increase efficiency. Imagine better collaboration between users with process modeling tools that show your system’s status in real time. Create custom email alerts, schedule zone savings reports, and even guide your team’s product classifications and other complex decisions with interactive questionnaires. Decision Trees can be created to guide users through complicated processes, ensuring compliance with flow charts. Decision Trees have been used for applications from HTS Classification, to Export End use, to product valuation determination for customs purposes.

Whether simple or sophisticated, your processes can be easily designed and managed with our BPM solution. Give the right users control over their own processes at the right time.

The Benefits

ONESOURCE BPM delivers a customized solution for your exact business needs, so you can increase operational efficiency, improve business visibility, and ensure compliance with business processes and policies. Our user-friendly tools are integrated with all other ONESOURCE products and can adapt as your business environment changes.
**Feature** | **Activity**
--- | ---
Reduce risk | Track critical business processes within the tool and proactively manage risk
Increase visibility | Document system processes to increase transparency across the department
Access analytics | Monitor real-time business process performance indicators
Make decisions more quickly | Create and manage automated business rules that can make preset decisions for you
Automate your workflow | Automatically run workflows, send notifications, and generate documents based on conditional requirements that you define
Stay on track | Use checkpoints to identify bottlenecks and make improvements via Key Performance Indicators
Collect feedback | Create custom surveys for internal users or supply chain partners
Centralize communications | Manage all email communications in one place, including weekly status reports and automatic reminders of aging assignments
Report findings | Create custom query reports and share with other users

**Thrive globally. Compete confidently with ONESOURCE Global Trade Solutions.**

**Contact us today:**
+1 800 865 5257
tax.tr.com/globaltrade